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QUT’s international radio reporting field trips  
 
 
Queensland University of Technology (QUT) at Brisbane, Australia, offers a long-
standing journalism programme with specialised interests in radio and 
television. Well over three hundred students are enrolled in the core journalism 
courses. 
 
A development in the Radio program is a series of overseas reporting field 
trips, in which students practice skills through working as international 
correspondents. The premise of the programme is that the mind concentrates and 
journalism learning intensifies when it is removed from familiar home supports 
and assumptions. 
   
It becomes forced learning, bringing the students’ attention to bear on the 
story of the day; the need to be well backgrounded; keeping hard deadlines; 
considering cultural nuances when obtaining interviews, and the need to be able 
to function well while moving about in unfamiliar surroundings. 
 
Members of the travel group each time attend pre-arranged briefings on their 
itinerary, e.g. meetings with Members of the European Parliament at Brussels; 
and take on a quota of stories - news reports or features - to send home from 
their field locations. 
 
They have the experience of late night or early morning filing sessions from 
hotel rooms or borrowed radio studios, to supply the campus based news service 
on 4EB-FM - a multicultural station for metropolitan Brisbane. Radio is the main 
emphasis though the student journalists will also shoot video to be broadcast on 
community television, and produce features for campus-based print and online 
outlets. 
 
To date the reporting field trips have been for small groups, self-funded except 
for minor encouragement bursaries, approximately US$150 each, plus university 
support with communications costs, and help with arranging budget travel. 
Together with fees for some briefings, direct expenses to the university for the 
field trip in 2003, the most expensive so far, did not exceed US$5000. 
 
In 2000 five students travelled unaccompanied to Indonesia, spending ten days 
there; in 2001 eight went to Singapore and Malaysia, unaccompanied, for two 
weeks; and in 2003 ten spent twenty days in four countries of the European 
Union, accompanied by the writer, a member of the teaching staff, to evaluate 
the programme for possible development as a core aspect of teaching. Later tours 
have included 13 to China and eight to Papua New Guinea; and in 2005, four are 
booked for Europe. Three of the participants have been International Students. 
Each year more than thirty students put forward expressions of interest to 
receive mail about becoming potential participants in a reporting field trip. 
The quality of work from the field trips matches or exceeds work done at home 
base in terms of editorial and production standards.  
 
What must distinguish these expeditions from other learning tours or exchange 
work is the simulation of hectic routines experienced by radio correspondents  
some of the most heavily-taxed operators in terms of having to deploy good  
professional expertise while in the field. Emphasis is placed on maintaining and 
exploiting communications with the desk at home; news monitoring in the field; 
keeping to an imposing schedule; self-management; getting most of the work done 
while on the road – with very little left for reflective pieces to be written 
back at the office. The work done is assessed and earns course credit. In most 
cases the students enrol in an advanced subject called Supervised Project, 
equivalent to a full unit for a semester, i.e. one-eighth of one year’s full-
time study. In some cases they will supplement the experience with diary keeping 
on aspects of inter-cultural contact and communication. Preparation - including 
four to six seminars for country or language briefing, and the like - then de-
briefing on return to Australia, demands a significant commitment of time. 
Usually the travel takes place during a semester break with leave granted for a 
further week away during class time. 
 
Does it work? Yes, but some of the student experiences and feedback suggest the 
following words of caution to comparable programmes wishing to try something 
similar. It is really suited only to advanced-level students with a more 
developed knowledge base and production skills, as it is a hard test for all 
taking part. It is most valuable of all to higher-achieving students who exploit 
the extra opportunities which it offers. For example, a student who is bilingual 
and a year older, through having already spent a year overseas on exchange, and 
who can already function autonomously as a reporter, will have been looking for 
this kind of opening to push ahead with professional and personal preparation. 
On a practical note, the organisers have also learned to pace the programme with 
optimum stays in any one location (3 days), overall duration of tour (14-19 days 
depending on locations)and provision of adequate rest days (at least 1 day per 
week). 
 
The course team’s conclusions so far are that a model of a small group of four 
or five students working unaccompanied should be persevered with, but adapted so 
that it works on competitive entry, with more financial support, increased 
production output, and increased available course work credit.  
 
 
 
 
 
